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New Percival Vanity Collection Provides Modern Glamour  

Distinctive vanity collection features elegant details that shine 
 
 

 

 

[BOSSIER CITY, LA March 17, 2022] - The Jeffrey Alexander® Vanity line from Hardware Resources is excited to 

introduce a new line of bath vanities that combine modern, clean lines with elegant details.  The Percival 

collection combines minimalist sensibility with a touch of mid-century styling.  The result is a vanity collection 

that makes a statement without overwhelming smaller spaces.   

 

The Percival vanity collection features furniture-grade, hardwood construction with a matching interior and 

exterior finish.  The cabinet doors open and close smoothly with soft-close hinges and provide large, open 

cabinets with an adjustable shelf and solid wood rollouts.  The Percival collection is available in 24”, 30” and 
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36” widths that accommodate oval or rectangular sink options.  The combination of elegant styling and 

maximum storage makes the Percival vanity collection the ideal choice for designers.   

 

 

“We developed this vanity collection to bring together a modern aesthetic with a touch of glamour,” said Asa 

Harrison, Product Manager for Jeffrey Alexander Vanities at Hardware Resources.  “For example, you can have 

a sleek, modern look with a black finish vanity trimmed with polished chrome or create an old Hollywood feel 

with a white finish vanity gilded in satin bronze.  The different finish options and elegant details make a 

statement.” 
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The Percival vanity collection provides design flexibility whether creating a look for a large or small bath.  

Available in three sizes, four finishes, and 11 top options, Percival vanities allow designers to create a custom 

look with ease.  Pair them with Jeffrey Alexander mirrors in coordinating finishes to give any bath an elegant, 

polished look.   

 

 

The Percival vanity collection is available nationwide and typically ships within two days.  Learn more about 

the complete line of Jeffrey Alexander vanities at JeffreyAlexanderVanities.com or contact Customer Service at 

(800) 462-0660. 
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Full Press kit:  CLICK HERE  
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ABOUT JEFFREY ALEXANDER 

Jeffrey Alexander® by Hardware Resources designs and manufactures products for the kitchen and bath 
industry including more than 70 distinctive collections of decorative knobs and pulls and more than 4,000 
vanity combinations. Known for its popular yet affordable style and on-trend finishes, Jeffrey Alexander’s 
breadth of luxury designs cross the spectrum from traditional to transitional to modern. Products are crafted 
with acute attention to detail using quality materials and are backed by a lifetime warranty.  

Hardware Resources’ family of brands includes: 
• Elements by Hardware Resources®: knobs & pulls, decorative hooks, bath hardware 

• Hardware Resources®: cabinet organizers, closet organizers, functional hardware, carved wood 

products, moldings, dovetail drawer boxes, stainless steel sinks  

• Jeffrey Alexander®: knobs & pulls, vanities & mirrors 
• NorthPoint Cabinetry®: a wide array of QuickBuild™ cabinet designs, providing value with a quality, 

custom look that is professional-grade 

• TASK Lighting & Power™: LED lighting and angle power strip products for cabinets, home, and hidden 
power   

  
For more information about Jeffrey Alexander, call toll-free 1.800.463.0660 or visit HardwareResources.com.   
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